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HOUSE BILLS
HB2062

Relating to the applicability of conditions for operating recreational trails.

Rep Les Mason
Constituent

RS0213

1-30-2019

NFA

HB2156

Clarifying that it is unlawful for a person to submit an inspection report
concerning wood-destroying pests unless that person is a pesticide applicator
with the correct certification and license.

Spencer Duncan, Ks
Pest Control
Association

RS0466

No Hearing per
Requester

NFA

HB2222

Prohibiting food establishments from providing single-use plastic straws to
consumers.

Rep Alcala

RS0601

No Hearing per
Requester

NFA

HB2271

Imposing a criminal penalty upon owners who allow livestock to run at large
and allowing county sheriffs to seize such livestock that are on a highway.

Rep Erik Smith for KS
Sheriff's Assoc

RS0825

No Hearing per
Requester

NFA

HB2432

Creating the Kansas pesticide waste disposal program and allowing up to
$50,000 to be transferred annually from the Kansas agricultural remediation
fund to a new Kansas pesticide waste disposal fund.

Rep Highland

PREFILED

01-28-2020
02-12-2020

BP

HB2437

Prohibiting the use of identifiable meat terms on labels or in advertisements
of meat analogs without either an accompanying disclaimer that the product
does not contain meat or the inclusion of the word “imitation” before the name
of the meat food product being imitated.

Rep Highland

PREFILED

01-23-2020
02-03-2020
03-05-2020 RR
03-10-2020

BPA
RR
BPA

HB2451

Amending Kansas department of agriculture division of animal health license,
permit and registration renewal deadlines

Kansas Dept of
Agriculture

20RS2049

01-29-2020
02-12-2020

BP

HB2462

Updating provisions related to the Kansas department of agriculture division
of conservation.

Kansas Dept of
Agriculture

20RS2103

02-03-2020
02-17-2020

BP

HB2463

Amending the Kansas pesticide law's licensure requirements and the Kansas
chemigation safety law's permittee requirements.

Kansas Dept of
Agriculture

20RS2094

02-10-2020
02-19-2020

BPA

HB2464

Updating egg repacking requirements for retailers.

Michael O'Neal,
Walmart

20RS2070

02-13-2020
02-19-2020

BPA

HB2575

Amending the Kansas drycleaner environmental response act to change the
required deductible rate and penalty fine amount.

Kansas Dept of Health
& Environment

20RS2367

02-17-2020
02-20-2020

BPA

HB2621

Authorizing the Kansas department of wildlife, parks and tourism to purchase
land in Kingman county.

Kansas Dept of Wildlife,
Parks, & Tourism

20RS2622

02-19-2020
02-20-2020

BP

HB2622

Requiring poachers to pay a fine to certain landowners and law enforcement
agencies.

Rep Corbet

20RS1831

No Hearing
Requester Illness

NFA

HB2623

Establishing requirements for claiming pollinator-friendly solar sites.

Rep Xu

20RS2481

02-18-2020

NFA

Rep Hoffman

20RS2514

02-18-2020

NFA

Keven Barone KFACE

20RS2618

No Hearing

NFA

HB2669

HB2709

Requiring the secretary of wildlife, parks and tourism to establish state
threatened and endangered species lists that are based on the federal
threatened and endangered species lists.
Removing cannabis products that contain up to 0.3% THC from the list of
controlled substances listed in schedule I of the uniform controlled
substances act.
SENATE BILLS

for

SB153

Providing for department of health and environment response operations for
water and soil pollutant release, discharge or escape.

03-09-2020
Action Canceled

NFA

SB152

Authorizing the secretary of health and environment to collect underground
injection control program fees and redirecting water well license program
fees.

03-09-2020
Action Canceled

NFA

SB270

Allowing water rights that were certified after 2009 to be placed in multi-year
flex accounts.

03-11-2020
03-16-2020

BP

SB285

Extending the existence of the UST redevelopment fund and compensation
advisory board to 2032.

03-12-2020
03-12-2020

House Substitute
BP

SB286

Amending the Kansas storage tank act by increasing the maximum liability of
and extending the sunset of the aboveground fund and the underground fund.

3-12-2020

SB287

Amending the Kansas storage tank act by extending the expiration of certain
reimbursement provisions to 2030 and increasing the underground storage
tank replacement reimbursement maximum.

3-12-2020

SB307

Updating approved types of personal flotation devices.

03-11-2020
03-12-2020

BP

SB308

Allowing the on-farm retail sale of raw, unpasteurized milk so long as certain
labeling and advertising requirements are met.

03-16-2020
Action Canceled

NFA

SB345

Establishing requirements for the effective disposal of industrial hemp

Hearing Canceled

NFA

3-10-2020

BP

Supporting Kansas farmers in the Rattlesnake Creek subbasin in their
SCR1614 ongoing effort to protect their water rights and livelihood through a
collaborative solution to the region's water impairment issue.
BP
BPA
BNP
NFA
RR
MTR

Bill Passed
Bill Passed as Amended
Bill Not Passed
No Final Action
Re-Referred
Motion to Reconsider

Contents move to
House Sub for
SB285
Contents move to
House Sub for
SB285

